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Abstract With the development of deep space exploration technologies, main space agencies all over the

world are working hard to develop the solar system interplanetary communication networks (SSICN). SSICN

is a perspective communication networking system characterized by high data rate, high intelligent and

perfect interconnection, which could provide the deep-space mission control and scientific application with

the convenient, reliable and secure data transmission services. Following the introduction of future deep

space exploration prospect, this paper analyzes the similarities and differences for three networks, terrestrial

internet, near Earth space networks and SSICN, then discusses the key technologies and research trends of

SSICN in details, and finally proposes the suggestions for the construction of future Chinese SSICN.
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1 Introduction

Exploring the unknown universe is the eternal pursuit of human beings. The great success of Chang’E 1

lunar mission could be seen as a milestone in the space project development of China after the man-

made satellite and manned space flight project, which opens a new era to further explore the mystery of

universe. With the orderly advance of the three-step strategy of ‘cycle, descend and return’ of China’s

lunar exploration project, the interplanetary exploration of the solar system, such as the Mars exploration,

Jupiter exploration, has also been on the agenda [1].

Similar with most of the international space agencies, such as National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration (NASA) and European Space Agency (ESA), China has also take the terrestrial telemetry,

tracking and commanding (TT&C) system as the primary means for the deep space spacecraft tracking,

ranging, monitoring, control and data transmission, utilizing the large diameter antenna, small antenna

array or low noise temperature receiver and weak signal demodulation technologies, to establish the large

distance, long time delay wireless RF link connection with deep space probe. However, as the space probe

flying farther and farther away from earth, the amount of probes becoming more and more, and the data

transmission volume growing large and large, the requirement to build the solar system interplanetary

communication networks (SSICN) become increasingly urgent. This network could work well for the

deep space applications such as communications between earth station and deep space probe, planet
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orbiter and the surface networks, spacecraft and spacecraft, for the mission planning, flight control, data

transmission, which would play an important role in the future deep space exploration.

Refs. [2, 3] provide a top-level architecture of the solar system internetwork (SSI), which defines the

features, elements, principles, and procedures of the SSI. These articles focus on the model and rules for

the inter agencies operation concept, without the detailed analysis of the requirements and technologies

on deep space communication networks. Refs. [4, 5] present a space-based network system and its con-

cept on the overall objective, composition, network system architecture, as well as the proposed network

protocols and some key technologies. However, these articles focus on the integrated space-ground net-

work topic based on the terrestrial control and management, which would not work well for the SSICN.

Ref. [6] provides the current space networking architectures, especially the inter-planetary network (IPN)

and delay-/disrupt-tolerant network (DTN) concepts along with the various space networks that are cur-

rently deployed, but little wireless communication technologies for deep space explorations to be discussed

except the antenna array and laser communications. Refs. [7,8] present comprehensive surveys on the net-

work architectures, protocol stacks, recent developments and persisting challenges on disruption-tolerant

network, along with the proposals of network management and security, but also lack the detailed anal-

ysis of the key technologies of deep space communication networks, especially the physical transmission.

Ref. [9] elaborates the challenges and technologies of the free space optic communications, including the

application on deep space communications and future RF/Optical mixed trends. However, this paper

only focuses on the optic related topics such as modulation, jitter avoidance, adaptive optics, without

the systematic description for the deep space communication networks.

This paper reviews the main aspects of the SSICN based on the previous literatures and our research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the concept of deep space

exploration and the development history and future plans of the international deep space exploration

activities; in Section 3, we present the major features, present situation and future trends of such three

most important communication networks as terrestrial internet, near Earth space networks and SSICN,

along with the comparative analysis on their similarities and differences; in Section 4, we provide the key

technologies and research trends of the SSICN from several aspects as architecture, physical transmission,

network access, up-layer application, time synchronization. Finally, we propose the suggestion for the

construction of future Chinese SSICN in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Overview of deep space exploration

Deep space exploration refers to the exploration activities taking place in the solar system or even

further universe space beyond the earth gravitational field. International Telecommunications Union

(ITU) provides the definition of deep space with the minimum distance from earth larger than or equal

to 2.0 × 106 km [10], and Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS) also makes such

definition as the classification rule of various space missions as type B (deep space mission) [11].

Since August 17, 1958, the launch date of the first lunar explorer ‘Pioneer 0’, human beings’ deep

space exploration toward the solar system has lasted nearly 60 years. Deep space exploration activities

cover a variety of detection methods as flying-by, impacting, cycling, soft landing, sampling and returning

back, including all kinds of celestial bodies of the solar system such as the sun, other seven planets and

their satellites besides earth, asteroids, comets. The Pioneer 10/11 [12] and Voyager 1/2 [13] launched

by United States in 1970s have flown out of the solar system. Pioneer 10 is heading toward the center

of the galaxy, Pioneer 11 is heading in the opposite direction, and Voyagers 1 and 2 are heading in two

other directions. In September 12, 2013, NASA announced that Voyager 1 has been flying out of the

solar system, entered into the interstellar space dominated by the plasma and ionized gas, becoming the

farthest man-made spacecraft, which is also the first man-made object in interstellar space.

In late August 2012, the distance between Chang’E 2 probe and the earth went beyond 2.0× 106 km,

which means that the Chang’E 2 had entered into the ‘real’ deep space. In December 2012, Chang’E 2

carried out a fly-by mission for the asteroid with No. 4179 and took several photographs of this asteroid
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at a distance of about 7.0 × 106 km away from the earth, which is the first time that we explored an

asteroid as well as the first real deep space exploration activity of China.

Manned Moon and Mars exploration projects are of essential meanings for human beings’ solar sys-

tem exploration activities, because these big space projects would lead the need of inter-planetary net-

work and network access for probes. For manned Moon project, in the last century, the United States

have accomplished several successful manned Moon missions, the most famous one is the Apollo 11,

whose primary achievement was performing a crewed lunar landing and return to Earth. For Mars ex-

ploration, since 1990s the United States have carried out many Mars exploration missions, achieving the

soft landing and the Martian rover exploration, including the orbiters such as Mars Odyssey, Mars global

surveyor, Mars reconnaissance orbit, and the rovers such as Opportunity, Spirit, Phoenix, Curiosity. In

2016, the ExoMars trace gas orbiter was launched as the first in a series of Mars missions to be under-

taken jointly by ESA and Roscosmos (the space agency of Russia), whose key goal is to obtain a better

understanding of the Mars atmospheric gases [14], to deliver the lander Schiaparelli and support part

of the data transmission during its descent and surface operations, and also to serve as a data relay to

support communications for the ExoMars 2020 rover and the surface science platform.

At present, the major space agencies and organizations all over the world have developed the two

decades and even more long-term deep space exploration plans. In September 2011, the International

Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) composed of 14 space agencies from different countries

or organizations such as the NASA, ESA, Roscosmos, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA),

released the ‘global detection roadmap’ [15] for the first time, which was revised in August 2013. The

roadmap provides a means for the continued exploration of the Moon, asteroids, and Mars through

international cooperation over the next 25 years, with a view of the exploration destinations, mission

objectives, mission plans, and preparation activities. The ultimate goal of space exploration activities

proposed by ISECG over the next 25 years is to achieve manned Mars exploration. In order to achieve

the goal of the future roadmap, the members in ISECG have presented two different schemes, with one

preferring the asteroid route as the first step led by NASA but another giving priority to the Moon

supported by other countries. The main difference between such two schemes focuses on the manned

mission plan after 2020, with the former scheme choosing the sequence from ‘Earth-Moon’ Lagrange 1

point settlement to manned asteroid landing and finally realizing manned Mars exploration, and the

latter scheme choosing the sequence from the manned Moon exploration to manned Mars exploration.

The robotic deep space mission, which has been clearly defined by the members in ISECG before 2025,

still focuses on Mars exploration, including cycling, landing, sampling and returning back to Earth.

In September 2016, SpaceX CEO ElonMusk on the 67th international astronautical congress (ICA) said

that, SpaceX would research and develop the larger rocket and spacecraft for the human Mars travelling,

finally realizing the colonization of Mars. He planned to send the first reusable colonial spacecraft capable

of carrying 100 people to Mars in 2020, several decades earlier than the plan of NASA. Considering the

high requirements for manned spaceflight and unknown effect of the deep space environment for human

flight, besides the research and development of the advanced intelligent technology [16], we should enhance

the capability of deep space communication network as soon as possible, provide a convenient service for

collaborative planning, decision-making, medical cares, and improve the reliability and robustness of the

whole system.

With the development of deep space exploration, communication network would gradually extend from

the near earth to deep space. Through the connection with the Earth, Moon, Mars and other planets’

local networks, we could build the SSICN, so as to provide the flexible and efficient communication

methods for the future deep space exploration activities.

3 Features of communication networks

Terrestrial internet, near Earth space networks, and SSICN are significantly different in many aspects,

such as technical characteristics, network scales and development levels, which represent three typical
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stages of the human civilization gradual expansion on information technology in the space dimension

from the inside to the outside. SSICN is the consequent requirement for human civilization to explore

the unknown field, which would continue to upgrade with the development of human civilization.

3.1 Terrestrial internet

The terrestrial internet, originated in the ARPANET of the United States in 1969, is now a vast network

on Earth composed of different networks connected with each other. This network works on a common

set of protocols. Terrestrial internet are characterized by short duration, big bandwidth, multi-user and

heavy payload.

Terrestrial internet is made up of many computers or mobile terminals, which depends on the com-

munication protocols to ensure reliable data transmission between terminals. In order to reduce the

complexity of network design, most networks adopt hierarchical design method [17]. The concept of hier-

archical design means that the overall function of the whole network is decomposed into each individual

functional layer according to the data flow. The same functional layer of different terminals should utilize

the same protocol operating, while the adjacent functional layers on the same terminal could transfer the

necessary information through the inter-layer interface.

Ref. [17] gives the 7-layer open system interconnection (OSI) protocol stacks and the 5-layer TCP/IP

protocol stacks, as shown in Figure 1. Although the structures of such two protocol stacks are different,

the hierarchical idea is the same: the lower three layers (physical layer, data link layer, network layer

link) are responsible for establishing a network connection; the four upper layers (transport layer, session

layer, presentation layer and application layer under OSI system) or two upper layers (transport layer

and application layer under TCP/IP system) are responsible for end-to-end data communication. Each

layer performs specific functions and provides necessary services for its upper layer. However, not all

of the communication procedures need to work with all layers, some even need only one corresponding

layer. The most important feature of such hierarchical structure is that communication occurs only

between adjacent layers. Therefore, this hierarchical architecture requires only an accurate description

of the interface between adjacent layers with high flexibility and expansibility for the adaption to the

characteristics of terrestrial internet, such as massive data volume, diverse user demands, and various

business types.

3.2 Near Earth space networks

Near Earth space networks could be seemed as the integrated communication network combined the

terrestrial internet technology with near earth space resources. Taking advantages on high data rate and
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large communication signal coverage, such networks could further improve the efficiency of data trans-

mission. With the rapid development of economy and the continuous progress of science and technology,

the near Earth space networks would be widely used in daily life.

3.2.1 System architecture

Based on the design of space communication and navigation network (SCaN) from NASA, [18] suggests

the integrated space-ground network architecture as ‘backbone + access’, with the backbone network

composed of geosynchronous earth orbit satellites (GEO) and terrestrial network while the access network

composed of other spacecraft such as medium/low Earth orbit satellites (MEO/LEO) and user terminals,

as shown in Figure 2.

(1) GEO backbone network. GEO backbone network is composed of several GEO satellites to construct

the high data rate communication network, which could provide the TT&C and relay data transmission

services for LEO satellites, near-space aircrafts, and terrestrial network users.

(2) MEO/LEO access network. MEO/LEO access network is a mesh-like network composed of various

space resources distributed in different medium or low earth orbits, such as tele-communication satellites,

navigation satellites, space stations, near space aircrafts. Most of these space resources could be reorga-

nized as an individual local network or connect to the GEO satellite for data relay services according to

the specific requirements.

(3) Terrestrial backbone network. Terrestrial backbone network is a mesh network composed of many

ground stations distributed in different areas on Earth and several mission control & data centers, im-

plementing the satellite flight control, TT&C, data receiving, processing and storage.

(4) Terrestrial application network. Terrestrial application network provides the information services

with different security assurance levels according to diverse application requirements. Any fixed or mo-

bile user could get access to the terrestrial backbone network based on some necessary agreements and

protocols for specific services.
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3.2.2 Network protocols

The layered network protocol stacks perform well for wired internet and most wireless communication in

the terrestrial network, however, the wireless environment in the near earth orbit space is much worse due

to such inevitable factors as the power limitation, signal attenuation, RF interference. According to the

long-term research and verification, there might be difficult to find a universal network protocol to satisfy

any communication requirements. Because the spacecraft would eventually connect to the terrestrial

TCP/IP networks, one of the current available methods is to implement IP addressing at the network

layer of all the space resources, followed by a specialized protocol at the transport layer [18].

In order to realize the interconnection between space and ground resources, along with the consideration

for compatible to protocol stack of existing space system, we should design the gateway to realize the

automatic protocol conversion of various protocols. Figure 3 shows a typical near Earth space network

protocol stacks and its conversion procedure. In order to achieve the end-to-end transmission, application

data should be transferred along the specific communication networks composed of terrestrial users,

terrestrial networks, ground stations and satellites constellation network (with inter satellite links), with

the ground station as the gateway to transform the terrestrial Ethernet to CCSDS AOS [19].

3.3 Solar system interplanetary communication networks

3.3.1 Characteristics and challenges in deep space communication

Wireless radio technology is widely used in current deep space communications. Different from the near

earth orbit missions, deep space exploration faces with the large distance and complex space environments,

which would influence the radio signals seriously.

(1) Large space attenuation. The radio signal propagation strength accords with the square of the

distance attenuation rules, so the large distance between deep space probes and ground stations would

cause great path loss, which means that the emission signal with the same intensity would be weaker

at the receiver and the effective information would also decline sharply, whereas the cost for the data

transmission might be high.

(2) Long time delay. The radio signal propagation time might be several hours for the deep space

probes with billions of kilometers distance from earth, which makes it impossible for the real-time (or

quasi real-time) flight control and platform health monitoring based on mission control center. Besides,

such long time delay also makes it difficult for the continuous tracking by one single deep space station.

(3) Complex electromagnetic environment. Besides the effect of troposphere and ionosphere around the

near earth space, deep space radio signal sometimes has to pass through the complicated and uncertain

solar plasma zone, suffering from the impact of a solar storm at any moment. Meanwhile, along with

the atmosphere attenuation influence in some extraterrestrial celestial planets with an atmosphere, the

dramatic attitude changes and blackout problems during the EDL (entry, descend and landing) process

of a lander or rover would bring about adverse effects of the wireless communications.

Table 1 shows the distances between the extraterrestrial celestial bodies in the solar system and the

earth, as well as the signal attenuation and time delay compared with GEO satellite. Table 2 gives some
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Table 1 Comparison of the signal attenuation and time delay [1]

Planet Max distance from Earth Compared with GEO Maximum time delay

(106 km) Distance times Path Loss Increase (dB) (mins)

Mercury 221.9 6163.9 75.797 12.336⋆

Venus 261.0 7250.0 77.207 14.510⋆

Mars 401.3 11147.2 80.943 22.310⋆

Jupiter 968.0 26888.9⋆ 88.592⋆ 53.815⋆

Saturn 1659.1 46086.1⋆ 93.271 92.236⋆

Uranus 3155.1 87641.7 98.854 175.405⋆

Neptune 4694.1 130391.7⋆ 102.305 260.964⋆

Note: According to the situation of [1] such as the furthest distance from earth and GEO altitude, and the light speed

in vacuum (c = 299792458 m/s), we recalculate three parameters as times of distance, increase in path loss and maximum

unidirectional time delay, with some results (marked as ⋆ in this table) revised.

Table 2 Some main parameters during the Mars EDL phase [20]

Probe MPF Phoenix Curiosity

Entry mass (kg) 584 603 3300

Entry velocity (km/s) 7.26 5.6 5.9

Frequency during EDL phase X-band UHF X-band/UHF

Duration of blackout (s) 30 Signal attenuation < 95

main parameters during the Mars EDL phase.

3.3.2 Requirements of the future SSICN

The main purpose of the communication networks is to make the best effort to provide the users with the

better information services. As we all known, the users’ communication requirements would be endless

which could be summed up as three main points: ‘high-speed’, once able to access the necessary data

then asking for more data and quicker transmission; ‘interconnection’, once able to possess enough data

then asking for more convenient high speed channels; ‘intelligence’, once able to transmit massive data

to any user then asking for automatic adaption to any change of any user’s requirements in time. All

of these come from the human nature, which urges our human beings to explore the unknown world

and promote the rapid development of science and technology. Therefore, future SSICN networks will

follow the general communication requirements as ‘high-speed’, ‘interconnection’ and ‘intelligence’ with

the details as follows.

(1) High-speed. Due to the increasing requirements on the scientific data from remote planet, as well

as the future audio and video communication needs for manned moon or mars missions, SSICN should

utilize high performance modulation and channel coding technologies at physical layer as well as free

space optic communications to achieve high-speed and reliable data transmission between each pair of

backbone nodes in solar system, such as:

• Establishing the high-speed wireless channels over long distance between different planetary net-

works, e.g., Earth networks could communicate with Mars networks at high-speed through direct-to-Earth

(DTE) links or large data relay satellites located at Earth-Sun Lagrange points;

• Establishing the high-speed wired and wireless channels over medium distance between different

local area networks in the same planetary network, e.g., two local LANs could communicate with each

other at high-speed through fibers or on-orbit communication satellites;

• Establishing the high-speed wired and wireless channels over short distance between different termi-

nals in the same local area network, e.g., two computers could communicate with each other at high-speed

through Ethernet or WLAN.

(2) Interconnection.

• SSICN should utilize access control and route decision technologies at both data link layer and

network layer to achieve end-to-end communications between any pair of nodes in solar system, such
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Table 3 Differences of such three typical communication networks

Networks Terrestrial internet Near Earth space networks SSICN

Power consumption Not critical Critical Very critical

Time delay 0.01–0.1 s 0.1–1 s 1–104 s

Application require- Multimedia integrated Routine TT&C; observing Deep space TT&C; remote

ments services data download; multimedia sensing data returned; multi-

integrated services media integrated services

Network topology Dense; fixed/low-dynamic Half sparse; high-dynamic Sparse; low/high-dynamic

Propagation medium Copper/Fiber/RF RF/Laser RF/Laser

SNR Wired: high; wireless: low, Low, depending on the power, Very low, depending on power,

depending on the power, channel conditions, etc. channel conditions, etc.

channel conditions, customer

density, etc.

Construction cost Low High, as a function of mass Very high, as a function of dis-

tance, mass

Maintenance cost Low High, as a function of reliability Very high, as a function of dis-

tance, reliability, etc.

Advantages Short latency, high speed, Low latency, high coverage, Lead the development of space

continuous connection reconfigurable easily technology, huge investment

Challenges More data & high intelligent Easy connect anywhere anytime High speed data transmission

as: establishing the heterogeneous networks with sparse network topology between different planetary

networks, e.g., Earth networks under TCP/IP protocol stacks could connect with Mars networks under

CCSDS CFDP/EP/Proximity-1 protocol stacks [21–23] through the proper protocol conversion gateways.

• Establishing the heterogeneous or homogeneous networks with dense network topology between local

area networks in the same planetary network, e.g., LANs under Ethernet technology could connect with

each other or with other LANs under WLAN technology through the proper routers.

(3) Intelligence. SSICN should provide the cooperation mechanisms among any layer of the whole

protocol stacks (from physical layer to application layer) and reconfigure the communication system

parameters based on artificial intelligence and cross-layer design to achieve automatic adaption to any

change of any user’s requirements and diverse electromagnetic environments, such as:

• Providing the high reliable TT&C services for the individual deep space detectors, e.g., adaptive

modulation, coding, data rate based on channel conditions;

• Providing the high available information exchanging services between different planetary networks,

e.g., dynamical access, communication protocols, routing algorithms based on the time-variant network

topology;

• Providing the high concurrent interconnection services between different local area networks, e.g.,

service priorities adjustment, port rate management based on dynamical changes of the quality of service

(QoS) requirements.

3.4 Comparative analysis

Due to the development limitations of the human cognitive level and science and technology, there are

significant differences of such three typical communication networks as terrestrial internet, near Earth

space networks and SSICN, shown as Table 3.

Above all, the current information developing level and future potential evolution trends for such three

networks could be described as follows:

• Terrestrial internet is obviously on the top level of the communication networks, which has already

gone through the other two junior stages as high speed and interconnection towards the higher stage as

the intelligent networks mainly related to big data and various algorithms;

• Near Earth space networks is in the middle level of the communication networks mainly related to

interconnection, with the system architecture and future roadmap generally established and trying best
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to solve the engineering issues as protocol conversion, on-demand access;

• SSICN is now at the preliminary stage of the communication networks, with some issues concerning

the high-speed transmission such as long distance, intermittent connection, bad channel conditions.

4 Key technologies of SSICN

With the development of space technology, deep space exploration activities will be further extended,

asking for the better service ability for deep space communications. In order to lay a solid foundation

for the future SSICN networks, there are a series of key technologies to be solved including system

architecture, physical transmission, network access, up-layer application, time synchronization.

4.1 System architecture

In order to satisfy the future requirements of the SSICN networks, most of the space agencies and inter-

national organizations are carrying out the research and verification works of the system architecture.

4.1.1 Inter-planetary network

IPN program was launched in 1998 with members from all of the world, whose goal is to build a com-

munication network that could carry out interplanetary communications within different planets in the

solar system, shown as Figure 4. In the future, the terrestrial internet could be connected to the IPN

backbone network through the edge gateway to realize interoperability with other planetary networks in

the solar system. The planetary networks should support different protocols to connect to the backbone

network through the proper satellite gateways and implement the protocols conversion seamlessly. IPN

advances the basic structure of the interplanetary communication networks as ‘local planetary networks

+ IPN backbone networks’ [6], which is currently the most popular and widely studied architecture for

the interplanetary communication network, as a baseline for the research on SSICN network topology.

4.1.2 Delay/Disrupt tolerant networks

The interplanetary communication network is characterized by long delay, intermittent connection, high

bit error rate [24], belonging to the typical intermittently connected network (ICN) [8]. As network

protocol architecture for the opportunistic connection network scenarios, DTN [25] could effectively

deal with frequent network switching and communication interruption and provide reasonable cross link

among heterogeneous networks, which is the most suitable network protocol framework for the inter-

planetary communication network at present. The design intention of DTN is to solve the challenges

which interplanetary networks might face with, so it has good adaptability to deep space communication

characteristics mentioned above [26]. Through integrating DTN into the space communication system

protocol stacks, even in the extremely difficult environments unique to deep space exploration activities,

the communication system could still maintain the quality of services required by diverse users. The

main functions of such DTN network are provided by the bundle protocol (BP) layer [27], which means

that DTN could fulfill the responsibilities on message ‘storage-forwarding’ by adding the coverage layer

(BP and relative adaptation layer) over the lower layers of diverse heterogeneous networks, including

supervised retransmission, dealing with intermittent connections, binding endpoint identifier for overlay

network, creating network address.

4.1.3 Cluster-based IPN networks

Under the basic architecture given by IPN, some researchers proposed the cluster-based IPN networks [28],

in which the whole IPN could be divided into a series of clusters according to the node attributes, link

capabilities, mission characteristics and distribution areas, such as IPN backbone network cluster and

Mars planetary network cluster, then each cluster might be further divided into several sub-clusters such as

Mars orbiters sub-cluster and Mars surface facilities sub-cluster. Through this division, we could establish
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the communication model and corresponding protocol stack for the interplanetary network, distinctly

separate the management plane from application plane, and divide the whole communication network

with high dynamical topology changes into each local subnetwork with low dynamical topology changes,

which could adopt the relatively independent and unified transmission mechanism. Besides, the cluster-

based IPN networks could also realize the decoupling of the dynamical elements in the interplanetary

network, make the node’s ‘plug and play’ more convenient and improve the management efficiency of the

whole communication network.

The architecture of cluster-based IPN networks is composed of following parts, as shown in Figure 5.

(1) IPN backbone network. IPN backbone network [28] is used to connect individual deep space

explorers and various space resources belonged to each celestial bodies in the solar system, such as

the Earth, Moon, Mars, outer space planets, characterized by high speed, high reliability and high

availability, composed of the links with wide bandwidth and the nodes with powerful processing capacity.

This backbone architecture proposes a network formation plan based on Lagrange points, which means

that the backbone satellites are placed on the proper Lagrange points between the Earth and the other

planets except Mercury, connected together to construct the interplanetary backbone network, as shown

in Figure 6. Besides, the whole backbone network could also be classified as large scale IPN backbone

network (Figure 6(a)) and small scale IPN backbone network (Figure 6(b)) by the spatial scale rules

based on the Mars and Jupiter.

(2) IPN planetary network. IPN planetary network is composed of the planetary on-orbit satellites, sci-

ence orbiters, communication relay orbiters and surface facilities, such as landers, rovers and sensors [29],

as shown in Figure 7, which could be used for the cooperative communication among the above space

and ground resources. IPN planetary network could be implemented on any planet to provide intercon-

nections between satellites and planetary surface elements. According to its position in the planet, all
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Figure 6 (Color online) (a) Large scale and (b) small scale IPN backbone network diagram.

the elements in the IPN planetary network could be divided into planetary near space subnetwork and

planetary surface subnetwork.

(3) IPN access network. IPN access network is composed of IPN backbone network, edge nodes

of planetary network and the data relay nodes in outer space, which could be used to provide the

communications between any pair of elements in the whole IPN networks such as the links between

backbone network and Earth network, the links between backbone network and each planetary network

and the links between backbone network and outer space explorers. On the premise of the IPN network

formation plan based on Lagrange points, the best access points for IPN planetary network should be the

planetary orbiters or satellites nearest the Lagrange points (L1 and L2) with directly connective links;

the best access points for IPN backbone network should be the backbone nodes nearest the orbiters or

satellites; while the best access points for outer space explorers might be any edge node of the backbone

network, or the data relay nodes in outer space between the backbone network and the outer space

explorers.
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4.2 Physical transmission

Compared with terrestrial internet and near Earth space networks, the deep space communications in

SSICN networks are characterized by long distance, large space attenuation and very low signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR). Concerned with the interplanetary communication networks, system architecture focuses

on the top-level design, and network protocol pays attention to customer applications, while physical

transmission devotes to the communication fundamentals. Without the efficient and reliable physical

transmission methods, the SSICN network based on the physical layer would be castles in the air. There-

fore, it is really important for us to carry out the intensive research based on current physical transmission

technologies.

4.2.1 Low SNR reception

(1) Constant envelope modulation. In deep space communications, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) has been in a leading position in technology. In 1980s, Feher, Kato and other researchers carried

out the research on low signal-to-noise reception, and in 1982 they firstly proposed the constant envelope

Feher-patented QPSK modulation (FQPSK) [30] and the related technology system, which was proved

to solve the problem of receiving the low signal-to-noise ratio effectively.

In recent years, China has also done some related research on FQPSK modulation, and some scholars

put forward an improved constant envelope enhanced FQPSK modulation (CEEFQPSK), which could

be used to eliminate the nonlinear effect of power amplifier. In order to overcome the shortcomings of

FQPSK such as the fluctuation of signal envelope, CEEFQPSK defines a new group of waveform function.

Due to the characteristics of completely constant signal envelope, CEEFQPSK could improve the power

conversion efficiency of the power amplifier with wide application prospect in deep space communication.

(2) Antenna array. In order to improve the ability to receive weak signals over long distances, NASA

deep space network (DSN) has been using antenna array technology since 1970s, which utilized multiple

antennas distributed at different locations to receive radio frequency signals from the same deep space
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explorer. With the synthesis of the received signal from each antenna, the antenna array system could

obtain a desired high SNR result related to the received signal, which is an important research direction

of deep space communication technology in the future. Antenna array technology involves uplink and

downlink, with significant differences as follows.

• Downlink antenna array. Regards to the downlink antenna array, the high-frequency signals received

by each antenna must be aligned in time and weighted appropriately before the synthesis process. The

signal is usually in the microwave band and is processed by down conversion to lower frequency, which

requires the precise control of the local oscillator phase and the transmission line delay. Meanwhile, if

the antenna array is large scale, the atmospheric delays of the signal received by each antenna would be

different.

Ref. [31] points out that, the antenna design, optical fiber transmission, array signal synthesis, phase

correction and other technologies of the large scale antenna array would be the future research essentials,

especially the array synthesis algorithm for downlink antenna array. According to the future small antenna

array and full spectrum synthesis method, NASA JPL proposed several signal synthesis algorithms,

including Simple, Sumple, Eigen, least squares, along with the simulation results for such four algorithms

based on a 25-antennas array [32].

Based on the theoretical research, some organizations in China have also devoted to the related re-

searches such as the system design of the antenna array, the manufacture of the synthetic baseband

equipment prototype and the demonstration test with the deep space satellite. In September 2010, Bei-

jing Institute of Tracking and Telecommunications Technology (BITTT) led to build the first antenna

array experimental system [33] composed by 4 × 12 m dual frequencies antenna in China, and imple-

mented the technical validation test by several deep space explorers such as the Chang’E 2 satellite and

ESA’s space telescope. Experiment results showed that the synthesis efficiency was better than 91% [34].

• Uplink antenna array. Regards to the uplink antenna array, there is no common reference signal

for each antenna of the array to be used for continuous calibration, hence such antenna array system

requires the periodically calibrated part. In addition, because the deep space explorer could not align the

received signal from different ground antennas, so phase adjustment of the uplink signal must be finished

on the ground, with the consideration on the signal instability caused by the electronic equipment and

the dynamical troposphere. Ref. [1] points out that the uplink antenna array faces with three major

challenges: first, determining the initial calibration value of each antenna, with the clock synchronization

for each transmitting signal; second, pointing to the target direction along with the clock synchronization;

third, tracking the deep space explorer as maintaining the clock synchronization in a long time period.

In three important antenna array technologies as uplink antenna array, software synthesizer and large-

scale antenna array (square kilometer array), the uplink antenna array is the most difficult issue to be

solved at present. After ten years efforts, in February 2006 NASA utilized two 34 m BWG antennas of

DSN for the first time to realize the uplink antenna array test with the Mars global surveyor (MGS).

However, there is still a big gap from the practical engineering, requiring related research in the future.

4.2.2 High efficient channel coding

As we all known, the performance of deep space communication has an important effect on the future

development of deep space exploration. Channel coding could effectively improve the performance of

wireless links in deep space communication, which should be studied thoroughly as a critical technology.

(1) Low density parity check (LDPC). LDPC code is a linear block code with sparse parity check matrix

proposed by Gallager [35] in 1962. In 1999, MacKay [36] demonstrated that the performance of LDPC

in approximating Shannon bounds under the iterative decoding based on confidence propagation, and

then various studies related to LDPC codes developed rapidly. In 2001, Chung et al. [37] worked out an

irregular LDPC code using a block length of 107 bits for code rate 1/2, with a threshold within 0.0045 dB

of the Shannon limit in the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, which is by far

the best channel code found with the closest known performance of the Shannon limit.
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Some main international organizations for standardization are also attracted by the excellent perfor-

mance of LDPC. Since 2004 CCSDS has published a series of recommendations for space communication

of LDPC codes in deep space, such as the initial orange books CCSDS 131.1-O-1 [38] (released in 2006)

and CCSDS 131.1-O-2 [39] (released in 2007). After further study and discussion, in 2011 CCSDS of-

ficially made the LDPC codes into the blue book CCSDS 131.0-B-2 [40] as the recommended channel

coding standard, and then proposed the recommended LDPC encoding parameter settings (e.g., code

rate 1/2, 2/3, 4/5.) used in deep space communication within the magenta book CCSDS 131.4-M-1 [41].

In 2012, CCSDS published the green book CCSDS 130.1-G-2 [42] with the LDPC performance results

and recommendations for space missions.

In recent years, the theoretical researches and engineering applications for LDPC codes have made great

progress. LDPC codes are widely used in satellite communications, deep space communications, mobile

communications, optical fiber communication, optical magnetic recording and other fields. In Chinese

space missions, LDPC code has become a preferred coding scheme to provide high quality of wireless

communication services, especially in such circumstance as long propagation distance, large volume data,

high data rate. It is worth mentioning that, LDPC codes play an important role in Chinese Chang’E 2

and future Mars exploration missions, and provides the high gain reliable data relay links for the data

relay satellites system (DRSS) of China.

(2) Polar codes. Polar codes were proposed firstly in 2008 by professor Erdal Arikan [43] from Bilkent

University in Turkey, proved to achieve the Shannon limit of any given binary-input discrete memoryless

channel in theory, with low encoding and decoding complexities. Currently, polar codes are the only

channel coding techniques which could reach the Shannon limit theoretically and have practical linear

complexity in coding and decoding capabilities. Besides the low encoding and decoding complexities,

polar codes also have the uniform structure decoding rules [44]. Therefore, polar codes could support

different length of input and output information with 1 bits step changing ability based on the same

structure of the encoder and decoder, so as to get higher encoding gain.

At present, polar code has been adopted by 3GPP as the standard scheme of 5G eMBB control channel,

and it is expected to play an important role in deep space communication in the future.

(3) Rateless codes. Rateless codes could be used to improve the data transmission efficiency under

the time-variant wireless channel conditions. The source could send the encoding data blocks to the

destination continuously at appropriate rate until the destination returns back the acknowledgement

message of the successful decoding event. At present, in most of the widely studied rateless codes, some

schemes could achieve favorable encoding and decoding effects, even able to get close to the Shannon

limit under certain conditions, such as LT codes [45], Raptor codes [46], Spinal codes [47].

Above rateless codes have proved to be perform well for the terrestrial wireless mobile channel condi-

tions, similar in the circumstance of proximity wireless links. However, for the long time delay in deep

space wireless links, the source might be continuously transmitting the redundant coding blocks even if

the destination had already successfully decoded the effective information and sent the acknowledgement

message due to the long time delay for the arrival of such necessary acknowledgement, which would

reduce the system performance too seriously to restrict the application of rateless codes in deep space

communications. One possible solution is to replace the feedback mechanisms with the automatic coding

rate according to channel conditions, whose performance is to be validated further.

4.2.3 Free space laser communications

Compared with the RF link, the frequency of laser link is higher, which means that the diffraction

efficiency loss is smaller and transmission of signal energy is higher. Therefore, even if the laser com-

munication system works at a lower power with smaller size, it could still achieve a high data rate. In

addition, compared with the RF system with large diameter antenna and heavy feed device, laser commu-

nication system could provide the equivalent function with smaller size and less weight, further reducing

the engineering difficulties with the same data rate as RF system. With the increase of the data volume

relating to the diversity of the future deep space exploration, as well as the trend of miniaturization and
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lightweight for the deep space explorers, it is more and more urgent for us to do some research on laser

communication technology.

In the long term, laser communication technology should be the key technology to solve the problem of

high-speed data transmission in the future deep space exploration mission, which would play an important

role in the future physical transmission of interplanetary communication network. Nevertheless, due to the

long distance of deep space communications, optical collimation and tracking of narrow beam signals are

very difficult, as well as various operating conditions and orbit constraints for the deep space exploration

missions to deal with. Therefore, in order to make the laser communication system available for future

SSICN networks, there are still some problems to overcome, such as high sensitivity, small source detector

quality stable and efficient (amplifier and laser), large-scale space telescope, beam pointing control system

of optical electromechanical device. The challenges and solutions of free space laser communication

technology are systematically reviewed in [9], with main contents as follows.

(1) Aperture averaging. Aperture averaging is used to mitigate the effects of atmospheric turbulence.

Through increasing the size of the aperture, the small eddies caused by relatively fast fluctuation could

be averaged which helps to reduce channel fading. Ref. [48] compares the ground and satellite laser

links based on various coherent modulation schemes, and considers that the performance improvement

of aperture averaging is effective only in ground communications and satellite downlink. It should be

pointed out that the increase in the received aperture area also increases the receiver’s background noise.

Therefore, the best choice of the aperture size is to improve the power efficiency of the whole system.

(2) Diversity reception. The use of diversity reception in time, frequency and space could further

mitigate the effects of atmospheric turbulence. In this case, a large aperture telescope could be replaced

by an array system composed of several small aperture telescopes to achieve diversity reception of related

signals in time, frequency, or space. This technology has been fully validated in RF links, which could

improve the availability and bit error rate (BER) performance of the system, while also reduce the

requirements of the tracking accuracy for the optical system. Some study [49] pointed out that, in the

case of time diversity, convolutional codes are a good choice for weak atmospheric turbulence, and Turbo

codes could provide enough coding gains in strong turbulence.

(3) Data relay. Data relay is an effective technology to deal with the turbulence effect [50]. As a form

of distributed spatial diversity reception, data relay allows multiple terminals to share resources through

cooperative communication, so as to establish a virtual antenna array in a distributed mode, rather than

other diversity methods such as antenna array or large aperture telescope. Data relay usually performs

well at a high SNR situation, so that the received signal strength could be better than the signal suffering

from scattered particle noise, atmospheric fading and other interference.

(4) Adaptive optics. Adaptive Optics could be used to mitigate the effects of atmospheric turbulence

and to reduce the distortion effects of laser beams passing through the atmosphere. The adaptive optics

system is basically a closed loop control system, whose principle is to transfer the conjugate of atmospheric

turbulence to the atmosphere before the signal transmitted, so as to realize the pre-correction of the laser

beam [51]. The performance of laser systems might be improved through the power increase or diversity

reception, but adaptive optics could be a very useful technique for further SNR improvement in low power

conditions.

(5) Modulation/demodulation. The most widely used binary modulation schemes for laser communi-

cations are on-off keying (OOK) and pulse position modulation (PPM). OOK modulation [52] requires

adaptive adjustment of threshold in turbulent atmospheric conditions to achieve the best effects, but due

to the simplicity of its implementation, OOK modulation has been widely used in laser communication

systems. For M-PPM, it has been widely used in long distance deep space communication because of

its higher peak to average power ratio [53]. As a kind of coherent modulation scheme, differential phase

shift keying (DPSK) has attracted more attention with its high power efficiency, which could get much

more link gains with 3 dB compared with the OOK modulation [54]. The receiver sensitivity of DPSK is

close to the quantum limit in theory, but the higher complexity has still limited its widely application.

(6) Channel coding. There are various channel coding schemes that could be used to improve the

performance of laser communication system, such as Reed Solomon (RS) codes, turbo codes, convolutional
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code, trellis coded modulation (TCM), LDPC. Both schemes of the PPM modulation based on LDPC

encoding and PPM serial cascaded modulation are compared in [55], and the results show that the former

has better performance in free space laser communications.

(7) Jitter isolation/elimination. In order to achieve the precision of the micro arc magnitude in the

case of platform jitter, a dedicated pointing control subsystem should be arranged to ensure the isolation

and elimination of platform jitter or satellite vibration. Because the pointing loss caused by platform

jitter might be around 10 micro arc, either an isolator or a compensating control loop should be used to

accomplish the isolation and elimination [56].

(8) Sunlight noise rejection. Sunlight is one of the major background noise sources, while the sunlight

effect mainly depends on the light wavelength, i.e., the longer the light wavelength, the weaker the

background noise. The spatial filter is a good alleviation choice, with most filter parameters based on

the signal’s angle of arrival, Doppler shift of laser linewidth and the number of laser transient modes [57].

Besides, Ref. [58] points out that the narrow-band intermediate frequency (IF) system could reject the

sunlight noise well, enabling the laser communication system to operate normally in the sunlight field of

view without functional degradation.

(9) RF/Laser hybrid system. The performance of laser communication system is seriously influenced

by meteorological conditions and atmospheric turbulence, more likely resulting in link failures or commu-

nication performance degradation. Therefore, in order to further improve the reliability and availability

of the laser communication system, it could be mixed with the higher reliable radio frequency system,

known as the RF/Laser hybrid system [59], which would provide high link availability under bad weather

conditions. The major attenuation factors of RF signals is rainfall and laser is seriously influenced by

the cloud, therefore the utility of low data rate RF system as the backup for laser communication could

improve the availability of the whole system.

4.3 Network access

In order to provide the network access services for any customers anywhere at any time, based on

the system architecture described in Subsection 4.1, SSICN should keep on with the high-speed data

transmission capabilities over the deep space links between the IPN backbone networks and service relative

planetary networks in physical layer, as well as the high efficient and flexible network access capabilities

over the near space or proximity links between the planetary on-orbit networks and surface networks in

data link layer and network layer. Considering that the network access techniques in terrestrial internet

has been so mature to extend the application to the other planetary surface networks, the network access

technologies within the planetary surface networks are not included in this paper.

4.3.1 Backbone network access

With regards to the backbone network, the L1 and L2 Lagrange points between the planets and sun could

be used as the edge nodes of backbone network to provide access services for the planetary networks.

And for the planetary networks, there are usually two methods to access into the backbone networks, as

ground stations and relay satellites in planetary on-orbit networks.

(1) Ground stations. The ground stations’ method refers to the access strategy with the connections

between TT&C stations on planet surface and backbone nodes, in which such ground stations are sep-

arated by the uniform distribution of their longitudes to compensate for the wireless links interruption

caused by rotation of the earth, e.g., the deep space stations in NASA DSN networks are deployed in

this way. However, this method requires perfect ground infrastructures to interconnect ground stations,

which brings many difficulties and challenges for other planets except Earth.

(2) Relay satellites in planetary on-orbit networks. The relay satellites in planetary on-orbit networks’

method refers to the access strategy with the connections between relay satellites in planetary near space

orbits and backbone nodes, such as tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) on Earth and Mars

orbiters for data relay services. The relay satellites in outer space are characterized with large coverage

rates, therefore only a few satellites could provide with uninterrupted communication services and amplify
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the signal strength to improve the transmission reliability. However, there are still some shortcomings

for this method. As a relay node, the mobility and the planet’s rotation makes the relay satellite a little

difficult to access into the adjacent backbone edge nodes with seamless coverage for the planetary surface,

which might be mitigated by the optimal design of satellite constellation configuration.

4.3.2 Near space network access

With regards to the elements on the planet surface, as described in Subsection 4.3.1, the relay satellites in

planetary on-orbit networks’ method should be a better choice, which could be classified as low orbit global

satellites constellation, geostationary orbit data relay satellites and hybrid orbit satellites constellation.

(1) Low orbit global satellites constellation. Global star system is typical of low orbit global satellites

constellation. This system is composed of 48 satellites orbiting low earth orbit (no polar areas) to provide

users with seamless mobile satellite communications coverage and cheap business services, such as voice,

data, fax, message, location, which could provide anyone with the communication to any others anywhere

at any time, so-called global personal communications.

(2) Geostationary orbit data relay satellites. TDRSS is typical of geostationary orbit data relay satel-

lites. This system is mainly used to support the manned space flight mission of NASA, whose major

design objective is to increase the communication time between spacecraft and ground, as well as to

improve the transmission data rate. At present, there are four operational geostationary earth orbit

satellites of Tianlian-1 data relay satellite system in China, which is mainly used to provide manned

spacecraft with data relay and TT&C services, along with the data relay services for other medium and

low earth orbit satellites.

(3) Hybrid orbit satellites constellation. Mars orbiters constellation is typical of Hybrid orbit satellites

constellation, with the satellite parameters from reference [60]. This constellation is composed of four

Mars orbiters, such as MGS [61], ODY (Mars Odyssey) [62], MRO (Mars reconnaissance orbit) [63], and

MEX (Mars express) [64] to provide the data relay services between the earth and Mars surface facilities

(e.g., landers, rovers), which could be reconfigured and upgraded in future.

4.3.3 Network routing

Network routing is one of the basic technologies of SSICN networks. At present, the communication

routing techniques in space networks focus on the routing of satellite networks. As the current research

hotspot, the development of inter satellite routing technology also provides the research foundation for

deep space communication network routing. Different from the terrestrial internet and near Earth space

networks, SSICN is characterized by long time delay, resource constrained, sparse network topology,

intermittent connection, asymmetry data rate and high bit error rate, suffering from the challenges of

channel coding and the failures of end-to-end acknowledgement mechanism.

In recent years, various routing algorithms concerned with space networks based on the features of

interplanetary communication networks are proposed with good performance [65, 66], with their charac-

teristics described as follows.

• DataMULEs [67], based on active movement and characterized by the message forwarded through

controlling the movement of a particular class of nodes, with the shortcomings as only controlled mobile

nodes available with the strong storage capacity requirements.

• Contact graph routing (CGR) [68], based on deterministic connection and characterized by the

message forwarded through the network’s future status, with the shortcomings as only available with the

future topological information known or partially known.

• Epidemic [69], based on flood routing and characterized by the message copies forwarded during the

nodes’ contact time period, with the shortcomings as large buffer and bandwidth.

• Spray and wait [70], based on quota and characterized by fixing the number of message copies before

routing and transmitting each copy independent, with the shortcomings as the difficulty on choosing the

appropriate copies quota along with some performance degeneration.
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• Network coding [71], based on coding and characterized by the message encoded and forwarded at

the source and decoded at the destination to get the original information, with the shortcomings as the

complexity and redundancy from the coding requirements for nodes.

• Seek and focus [72], based on efficiency and characterized by the message forwarding decision orig-

inated from the historical information or other status from the whole network to predict the future

movement or nodes’ contacts, with the shortcomings as long time loss to collect the historical infor-

mation which increases the wait time of the message forwarding and the serious influence on network

performance based on the prediction accuracy.

• PRoPHET [73], based on hybrid redundancy and efficiency and characterized by the integration

of parallel transmission and efficiency-based forwarding decisions to improve transmission performance,

with the shortcomings as spray and wait and seek and focus.

4.3.4 DTN protocols

DTN is an important network model suitable to the space communications situations, especially for

the SSICN networks with long time delays and link disturbance, which derived from one of the NASA

sponsored project conducted by the united research group of NASA JPL and the Maryland University.

Recently, DTN has been accepted by many international standard organizations such as CCSDS and

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). In order to match well to the extreme space communication

environment, DTN protocols introduce two important aspects as follows.

• First, insert a middleware called BP [74–76] between the application layer and transport layer, in

order to provide hop-by-hop acknowledgement. BP works as the critical protocol for the whole DTN

protocol stacks. If there is not complete end-to-end routes in the DTN networks, BP would provide the

data forwarding service with the characteristics of delay tolerant, as well as the dynamic routing, which

have been described in Subsection 4.3.3.

• Second, supplement a protocol called Licklider transmission protocol (LTP) [77,78] in the transport

layer, in order to minimize the number of communication handshake between the end users. LTP is a

point to point communication protocol, which could not be care about the issues such as routing and

congestion control. Furthermore, LTP tries to solve the problems such as time delay and link disturbance

in the point to point communication situation, especially the long time delay transmission difficulty.

4.4 Up-layer application

Various deep space missions might have the potential commonality from the view of communication

networks despite of the different scientific goals. At least in the near future, the major purpose for deep

space exploration is mainly relevant to the unknown celestial bodies sensing with relative scientific data

returning back to the users located on Earth, therefore the tele-command & telemetry, application data

transmission and navigation should still be the most important applications for SSICN. However, the

development of future SSICN networks would gradually transfer from constant data rate transmission to

dynamic access network services, with the requirements on reconfiguration and cognitive capacity.

4.4.1 Tele-command & telemetry

The tele-command & telemetry service is most important to ensure the reliability for deep space missions,

so it is usually set with the highest priority as well as enough communication resources, whose essential

factor is network connectivity. However, the data volume for such service is not very large, with little

design constraints for communication network throughputs.

4.4.2 Application data transmission

(1) Link asymmetry. For data transmission, a significant feature is that the amount of data sent to earth

would be far greater than the amount of data sent to the deep space, so the wireless links of backbone

network is characterized by high asymmetric, i.e., data flow asymmetry. Terrestrial internet is designed
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under the assumptions that the physical links are symmetry, whose communication protocol might not

be suitable for SSICN networks, so it is necessary to abandon the symmetry assumptions to deal with

the data flow asymmetry in SSICN.

(2) Time asymmetry. Space missions usually have different phases, such as EDL, planetary surface

activities, which brings about dynamic changes in data transmission flow. For terrestrial internet, the

network traffic could be predicted by long-term statistics (e.g., the night download peak, the massive

Spring Festival blessing messages) so the network service providers could adopt the necessary measures

to maintain the whole network with stable operating status. Similarly, the communication capacity for

deep space exploration missions could be better improved through reasonable analysis and planning,

meanwhile the software radio technology to reconfigure communication parameters at each phase could

also improve the whole system performance efficiency.

(3) Massive application data. The application data from deep space explorers usually describe the

unknown phenomenon for human beings. Scientists on Earth eager to get the raw data without processing

by the communication network and these data are always massive, because they worry that the compressed

data might lose some critical information to discover the unknown world. Although some proper data

compressing algorithms could significantly improve the transmission efficiency and reduce the bandwidth

requirement and power consumption, these algorithms (such as lossless source compression) might increase

the amount of dynamic data volumes with some unpredictability. However, with the basic scientific

objectives, scientists could also optimize the acquisition methods of raw data (such as various sampling

rates, hybrid sensors).

(4) Cooperative communication. The ‘network scientific experiment’ has been attracted by some re-

searchers recently, which means that the space distributed sensors could be used to observe the same

phenomenon or event in different views. Distributed sensing has some application advantages such that

in earthquake monitoring scene the sensor array could calculate earthquake magnitude and locate epi-

center more accurately than single sensor. In certain sensing area, multiple detectors or sensors could

achieve cooperative signal processing through the local network such as beamforming, relative ranging,

cooperative communications, and then return the processed data back to Earth through the backbone

network. As a result, the data traffic with the local subnetwork might be much larger than the traffic

over the DTE links.

4.4.3 Navigation service

Both the deep space exploration and the deployment of nodes in future SSICN networks require complex

and accurate navigation capabilities. Navigation subsystem and communication subsystem in the same

spacecraft are highly related but with different requirements. For example, the navigation subsystem usu-

ally requires a broadband front-end to improve the signal resolution, while the communication subsystem

requires the narrowband front-end to reduce noise interference. Therefore, it is necessary to do some

research on the merging design of such two subsystems. Besides, considering the reliability of the whole

system, the navigation information might also be transmitted through the communication subsystem,

which would bring some constraints to the design of communication protocols. Therefore, the navigation

service might not only increase the traffic flow of application data, but also influence the availability of

RF wireless links.

4.4.4 Autonomous cognitive

With more deep space explorers in the future and the development of space technology, it is likely impos-

sible for the orbiters and surface facilities such as landers or rovers to use the same data rate, protocol,

channel codes, modulation, therefore it is necessary to develop a general wireless communication device lo-

cated on the planetary orbits to provide the automatic data relay services. With the theoretical researches

and engineering applications, in 2006 NASA released a technical report about the autonomous software-

defined radio systems for deep space applications in [79], which introduced the wireless transceiver system

Electra radio based on autonomous software-defined radio, including the modulation index estimation,
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frequency correction for residual carrier, data format and pulse shape classification, SNR estimation,

data rate estimation, carrier synchronization, symbol synchronization, which had been successfully used

in several Mars exploration missions for the adaptive data relay services between Mars orbiters and

landers.

Concerned with the requirements of flexible adaptability to future deep space exploration missions, the

cognitive radio and cognitive radio network technology originated from the terrestrial mobile communi-

cations might also be gradually applied in future interplanetary communication networks [1]. Cognitive

radio is developed based on software radio with a series of intelligent radio technologies, which could

detect surrounding electromagnetic environment, communicate intelligently within the networks by the

radio knowledge representation language, and adjust the communication parameters such as frequency,

power, modulation, channel codes. Cognitive radio could improve reliability and spectrum efficiency of

the communication system, as well as the adaptability of software and hardware. Cognitive radio net-

work [80] is the network form based on the cognitive radio technology, with highly intelligent abilities

to obtain the environment information of various communication networks and distinguish them, which

could significantly raise the operating efficiency of future SSICN networks.

4.5 Time synchronization

4.5.1 Demands

With the development of SSICN networks, the overall communication demands assume the growth ten-

dency. In order to ensure cooperative communications, it is necessary for both users to be time syn-

chronized within the uniform time frame. Meanwhile, time information is an important kind of data in

most space missions, for example, the meteorological observation and data analysis for some exoplanets

within the uniform time frame would help the flight controller in making reasonable and effective plans

for future missions. Besides, DTN protocols also require time synchronization of each node in the SSICN

networks with following considerations [26].

• Most space applications are time sensitive and the resource allocation are constrained by time and

space, therefore a node without timing capacity is useless in DTN architecture to some extent;

• Most DTN routing algorithms are prior knowledge decision making plans based on links status

tightly coupled with time, with the requirements for a uniform time frame;

• BP protocol requires uniform time information, including node registration, time to life, fragmenta-

tion and recompose;

• According to the plan and test of DTN networks, there are already some mechanisms with the ability

to provide online time information, and the time synchronization of the whole network is also in favor of

network operation, management and maintenance.

4.5.2 Challenges

Ref. [81] lists some challenges for time synchronization in SSICN networks as follows.

• Time delay. The deep space backbone network links are characterized by the long and variable time

delay features, which results in timing fluctuations;

• Data rate. The change in the deep space channel condition determines the dynamic adjustment

of the data rate, for example, during the solar storm the data rate would be decreased to improve the

communication reliability, which also results in timing fluctuations;

• Temperature situation. Different planets and locations in the universe have different temperature

situation, which might bring differences in the timing drift rates;

• Electromagnetic interference. This might also result in timing drift, even the crystal damages in

severe cases;

• Intermittent connection. This might result in timing fluctuations or time-hopping;

• Retransmission invalid. Because the distance between two end nodes in SSICN networks might be

so far away that time synchronization protocol could not rely on the message retransmission mechanism

to realize time synchronization;
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• Distributed time server. Based on the architecture described in Subsection 4.1, there would be

one or more time servers in each planetary network to provide the local time synchronization services.

Furthermore, various planetary networks should achieve time synchronization to build the uniform time

frame all over the SSICN networks.

4.5.3 Time frame

At present, the time framework in astronomical observation and deep space exploration is mainly divided

into three categories [82] as terrestrial time standards (TT), parameterized post-Newtonian frame (PPN),

and solar system barycenter frame (SSB).

(1) TT. Terrestrial astronomical observation stations and deep space TT&C stations always utilize the

TT time frame to obtain observation data or measurement data with time scale, such as the international

atomic time (TAI) or coordinated universal time (UTC), in order to facilitate the further statistical

analysis. Such time frame is usually converted to other earth time frames as desired, such as TT or

geocentric coordinate time (TCG).

(2) PPN. PPN [83] performs well on the general relativity analysis and determination of reference time

and inertial position in the solar system, as well as the uniform framework for celestial navigation.

(3) SSB. Compared with the PPN frame, the SSB frame is more suitable as the space-time framework

for interplanetary communications in the solar system, especially for interplanetary navigation and po-

sitioning. SSB is based on the international celestial reference frame (ICRF), whose axis points to the

equator and vernal equinox of J2000 [84]. The origin of the ICRF frame locates in the barycenter of the

entire solar system. In the solar system, the most contribution to the barycenter is the Sun and Jupiter,

while other planets, satellites, asteroids and other celestial bodies contribute relatively little. Because the

sun has an absolute mass advantage, the barycenter of the entire solar system is near the sun’s surface.

The widely used time frame for interplanetary navigation and communication is barycentric coordinate

time (TCB) and barycentric dynamical time (TDB) [85]. TCB is the reference time frame in SSB, which

could be used to determine the motion equation of the celestial bodies (or spacecraft) relative to solar

system barycenter. TDB is an abstract and smooth time variant to determine the motion relative to

solar system barycenter, which is widely used as the almanac for the moon, the sun and each planet in

the solar system. Therefore, the future SSICN network in China could choose TDB as the uniform time

frame for the whole networks, with the consideration of the relativistic effects in the solar system [86].

4.5.4 Synchronization methods

In order to provide the time synchronization services in the distribution networks, IEEE Instrumentation

and Measurement Society released the IEEE1588 standard in July 2008 [87]. This standard is to upgrade

the network performance of time synchronization with the reference on Ethernet, which is mainly utilize

the network time protocol (NTP) to make the local time of each device (client) in a distributed com-

munication network to keep on the strict time synchronization with the time of server. Compared the

network with IEEE1588 with traditional Ethernets, the time delay reduces from 1000 to 10 µs, therefore

the time synchronization performance of the whole network is significantly improved.

Recently, some improvements based on the NTP in the space network environment [88, 89] have been

proposed, which mainly focus on enhancing the security of IEEE1588, including key negotiation, key

management, information integrity protection and rejection of replay attack. These methods assume

NTP with high time precision, without the analysis whether NTP available in deep space long time delay

links or not. Besides, some experts of ESA advanced the time synchronization method for deep space

explorers based on terrestrial TT&C stations [90] which were used to provide the highly accurate time

reference. This reference provided two methods to achieve the time synchronization between the deep

space explorers and earth stations, such as ‘space-ground frequency lock’ and ‘close loop’. However, the

former is only suitable for the application scenes with high precision orbit prediction results obtained

to calculate the Doppler frequency offset, and the latter might results in the synchronization precision

deterioration with the increase in signal propagation distance.
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With the above analysis, the current time synchronization methods in deep space communication

networks are still in the primary stage without the systematic general design. For SSICN networks,

the traditional time synchronization methods based on terrestrial accurate clock would not perform well

due to the long time delay and other unfavorable channel conditions, which call for other more effective

solutions. The rotation periods of X-ray pulsars are extremely stable especially for millisecond pulsars,

whose long term stability is even better than atomic clocks. X-ray pulsar is all known as ‘natural perfect

clock’, so it could be used as a time reference [85]. This paper proposes an available time synchronization

solution for future SSICN networks, i.e., the uniform X-ray pulsar time frame (XPT) based on TDB and

high stability satellite clocks based on X-ray pulsar time giving, with general thoughts as follows:

(1) Deploying the X-ray detectors on the satellites to periodically measure the time of X-ray pulse

arrivals (TOA) t̃SC;

(2) Based on the time transformation model (introduced by [85], including various necessary correc-

tions), utilizing the TOA value t̃SC to get the extrapolation result t̃SSB on the fixed point SSB;

(3) Based on the pulsar phase time model (introduced by [85]), calculating the actual TOA value on

the fixed point SSB tSSB;

(4) The difference between tSSB and t̃SSB reflects the clock correction value, which could be used to

adjust the satellite clock and keep the time synchronization within XPT frame;

(5) Besides, deploying the X-ray detectors only on some large satellites such as the deep space infor-

mation hubs located at Lagrange points [91] or geostationary satellites on planetary orbits, which could

calculate the accurate TDB time and broadcast such time information to any adjacent satellites through

the RF links or laser links, in order to achieve the time synchronization within the local networks and

the whole SSICN networks.

5 Suggestions for further development

5.1 Development trends

Concerned with the current science and technology development, there are still many technical limitations

for SSICN networks, such as the scarce deep space resources, imperfect network protocols. Therefore, in

addition to further improvement of the interplanetary communication network technologies, three main

development trends henceforth are listed as follows, in order to optimize the system architecture, improve

the network performance, strengthen the operation management and enhance the communication security.

5.1.1 Enhance resource capacity

In the SSICN networks, man-made satellites are the most important parts of the whole system architec-

ture. Due to the satellite movement at all the time, the network topology would be changing at any time.

Meanwhile, the communication subsystem on satellite is the most critical element to achieve the network

interconnection, but such subsystem might not perform well due to the severe deep space electromag-

netic environment and time-variant wireless channel conditions, which would result in the performance

degradation of the whole system.

The increase in numbers of satellites and performance improvement of each node are the foundation

to ensure the transmission capacity of the SSICN networks. Therefore, subsequent research should

concentrate on the R&D of the core components for each communication element, gradually increasing

the number of satellites, optimizing the network topology, as well as the international cooperation, in

order to enhance the overall performance of the whole network.

5.1.2 Optimize network protocols

Space communication network protocols are usually divided into three categories as CCSDS standards,

space IP and DTN protocol, while according to various service requirements and network environments,

some layers of such three protocol stacks could also combine with each other through the adapter interfaces
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in order to provide the specific customer services. Nevertheless, there are still problems in these protocols,

such as smaller scale of the application network instance, worse compatibility of the protocol options, and

lack of the effective integration with the terrestrial TCP/IP internet, which requires the further scientific,

professional and systematic demonstration.

Network protocols are the core elements related to the overall performance of the SSICN networks,

which would be the most important technology in the near future. Therefore, subsequent research should

concentrate on the analysis of the protocol architectures, study on the relationship within the external

constraints, communication requirements and protocol options, and devote to the manufacturing and

validation of the protocol stacks available to SSICN networks, in order to achieve the global optimization

of the entire network protocol stacks.

5.1.3 Improve management system

Different from terrestrial internet, the SSICN networks are characterized by complex network topology

and long propagation distance, which might bring in the uncertainty factors for network management.

Once the network managers were distracted from concentrating on their works, then they might distribute

the space resources unreasonably, resulting in the quality of service decline even serious electromagnetic

interference, hence damaging the security and integrity of the data transmission.

Network management is the necessary mechanism for the successful and effective operation of the

SSICN networks, which has not yet attracted sufficient attention at present. Therefore, subsequent re-

search should demonstrate the appropriate network management technologies based on the analysis of

space resources and network protocols, in order to form the scientific, reasonable and systemic manage-

ment system for the SSICN networks.

5.2 Potential roadmaps

In the sum of the above analysis, the potential roadmaps for the construction of Chinese SSICN could

adopt three steps strategies with the detailed concepts as follows.

First, establishing the full-sparse dynamic networks according to the deep space exploration mission

requirements, with all of the satellites undertaking exploration tasks and some of them related to the

data relay services. At this stage, the typical application scene is robotic Mars exploration missions, and

the typical network architecture could be described as the model ‘terrestrial deep space stations, Mars

orbiters, Landers/Rovers’.

Second, establishing the half-sparse cooperative networks according to the deep space mission extension

and international cooperation requirements, with all of the satellites enhancing communication capacities

and some of them only related to the data relay services. At this stage, the typical application scene is

robotic solar system exploration missions, and the typical network architecture could be described as the

model ‘terrestrial deep space stations, Lagrange points satellites, Mars on-orbit satellites constellation,

Landers/Rovers’.

Third, establishing the distributed heterogeneous interconnected networks according to the integrated

multimedia services requirements for SSICN networks, with all of the space resources sorted into different

local area sub-networks and some large nodes connected with each other as the backbone networks. At

this stage, the typical application scene is manned Mars exploration missions, and the typical network

architecture could be described as the model ‘terrestrial deep space stations, Lagrange points satellites,

Planetary networks’.

6 Conclusion

Following the introduction on the concept, development history and future plans of the international

deep space exploration activities, this paper reviews the main aspects of the SSICN, as well as its major

features, present situation and future trends compared with the other two important communication

networks as terrestrial internet, near Earth space networks. In addition, the key technologies and research
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trends of the SSICN from several aspects as architecture, physical transmission, network access, up-layer

application, time synchronization are introduced in details. It can be seen from the analysis results that

although the deep space communication technologies have advanced at a breathless pace, there is still a

lot more to be done for the construction of future Chinese SSICN.
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